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Abstract

JJysnai is a tents camp on the Glade nearby
wonderful Lithuanian lake, a kind of interesting and
funny show in the forest that takes place for seven
summer days each year. Beside the technical reports
one can find a lot of causes for self-expression because
of spirit of freedom and friendship. Existing for 12
years, the festival provides contacts of youth, which
have similar living and work conditions, interests and
problems.

Introduction

For the first time the festival of young nuclear
operators called «Dysnai» was held in 1988. Since that
moment annually guys and girls that work at nuclear
power plants (NPP) or live in towns - satellites of NPP
arrive at the same place in Lithuania in the first week
of July. They participate not only as individuals but as
teams too-delegations from Leningrad, Kursk, Kolsk,
Beloyarsk, Smolensk, Rovno, Chernobyl,
Zaporozskaja and Ignalina NPP, Institute of Nuclear
Energy (Obninsk).

Methods

Putting the festival's camp in order - we mean an
arrangement of each delegation camp, a stage,
electrification, etc. - are fulfilled by the teams. The
duty team prepares programme for a day - one team
after another. Programme includes technical and
creative parts. Beforehand -usually fa the early April
- a workshop of youth forum co-ordinators held at one
of the NPP-participant's place. They prepare a
programme's package of the future festival, get to know
ihe work of certain NPP, meet with nuclear enterprise
and town administration. Such workshops have been
held in Visaginas (former Sniechkus), Desnogorsk,
Sosnovy Bor, Kurchatov, Slavutich, Polyarnye Zori,
Zarechny, Kuznetsovsk

Results

That form of youth policy deals not only with
professional purposes (there are some other

procedures) but also with establishing of human
contacts, a kind of «human diplomacy)). It's a dialogue
of colleagues divided by state borders but having high
professional potential and united by the same job and
fortune. Such, policy is supported by NPP'
administration, welcomed by plant's personnel, press
and public opinion due to festival's spirit of friendship
and coexistence.

Discussion

Participants of Dysnai movement looking for new
colleagues may join to the festival. 12-years history
proved that it's useful and interesting. But the festival
needs new experience and we're ready to discuss
suggestions on events and procedures.

The International Youth Nuclear Association
includes legal (registered) participants from Lithuania,
Russia and Ukraine but exist itself de-facto not de-jure.
May be it is useful to establish registered organization
under authority of European Nuclear Society and
IAEA.

Conclusions

In July 2000 the Xlllth international festival of
young nuclear operators will take place. Any delegation
or person can enjoy it.
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